Songs you will like

LENORE, MY OWN LENORE
A charming Ballad

DEAR LITTLE GENEVIEVE
A new ballad with waltz refrain

TO-NIGHT
Beautiful ballad

WHEN I GAZE INTO YOUR EYES
A high class song
By Chilvers
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Sunrise in G. 4.
OUR NEXT
BIG INSTRUMENTAL HIT

WE PRESENT YOU A
BIT OF IT BELOW

Peaceful Henry

is unlike other instrumental pieces. try it and be convinced

New Instrumental Numbers

Sunrise in Georgia
A New Characteristic March

A Smoky Topaz
Two-Step - Something Good

Under the Rose (Waltzes)
By H. B. Blanke
Writer of the Popular Lazarre Waltzes

Neome (Waltzes)
Characteristic in Style New
By L. V. Gustin

If this music is not obtainable of your dealer, we will mail it to you upon receipt of 25 cents.

The Whitney-Warner
Publishing Company
Detroit, Michigan

Send for Illustrated Catalogue - Free

Peaceful Henry.

Words by Seymour Rice
Music by E. H. Kelly.
A Moorish Intermezzo similar in construction to the famous "Hiawatha," and is destined to become as popular as the latter.

New Instrumental Numbers

SUNRISE IN GEORGIA
A New Characteristic March

A SMOKY TOPAZ
Two-Step Something Good

UNDER THE ROSE (Waltzes)
By H. B. BLANKE
Writer of the popular Lazarre Waltzes

NEOME (Waltzes)
By L. V. GUSTIN
Characteristic in Style New

If this music is not obtainable of your dealer, we will mail it to you upon receipt of 25 cents.

The Whitney-Warner Publishing Company
Detroit, Michigan

Send for Illustrated Catalogue—Free